
DIEGO POLENTA
CENTRE-BACK

Olimpia MVP
(2020)

LA Galaxy MVP
(2019)
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DATA SHEET

FIRST NAME DIEGO FABIÁN

DATE OF BIRTH 06/02/1992

NATIONALITY URUGUAYAN/ITALIAN

CLUB NACIONAL (UY)

POSITION

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

PREFERRED FOOT

CENTRE-BACK

1.85CM

87KG

LEFT FOOTED

LAST NAME POLENTA MUSETTI



LEAGUES

DOMESTIC CUPS

INTERNATIONAL CUPS

NATIONAL TEAMS



NATIONAL TEAM

U17,  U20 & U23

2012 OLYMPIC GAMES (U23 -  LONDON)

2011 FIFA WORLD CUP (U20 -  COLOMBIA)

2009 FIFA WORLD CUP (U17 -  NIGERIA)

CAPTAIN IN U20 NATIONAL TEAM
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STATS IN URUGUAY

83% 67% 61%

Passes /
Accurate

Defensive duels /
won

Aerial duels /
won

84% 70% 67%

Total actions /
won

Tackles / won Total duels /
won



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

DEFENSIVE DUELS

Polenta has great biotype for his
position. He is strong, quick and reads
the defensive play well. All these
aspects make him a key player for
tackles, relays, anticipations and
defensive duels. His defensive 1v1
technique in small-sided and long
spaces is very good. 

LONG PASES

He shows accuracy for long-range
passes. Even being marked on, he is
capable of making a weighted pass
for his teammates. He is useful to
switch the play, surprise the opposing
fullback, activate the weak side or
play direct.

AERIAL GAME

He wins either frontal or direct aerial
duels. He is capable of making
clearances near and into the box. He
gets rid of dangerous passes.



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

TECHNICAL QUALITY

Polenta has a great technical quality.
He can even, while being pressed
high, generate an offensive 1v1 and
build-up from the back. His technical
gestures allow him to open up from
his position. He often takes risks but
they are worth it.

BUILD-UP FROM THE BACK

One of the modern centre-back's
skills is to have the capacity of
generating breaking-line passes,
build-up from the back and archive
superiorities through the combination
play. All these aspects are common to
him and end up helping his team.

STRENGTH

He is a determinanted defender. He
uses his physical shape to win ground
challenges and put the rival
uncomfortable when trying to turn
around and advance in behind him.



SOCIAL MEDIA

@DIEGOPOLENTA92 @DIEGOPOLENTA92

https://www.instagram.com/diegopolenta92/
https://twitter.com/diegopolenta92

